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The Additional Court and Tribunals Capacity Project 
 
1) HMCTS is working to re-open the existing court estate, but we expect that we will 

need more space while social distancing remains in place. Our Recovery Programme 
is implementing a number of options to maximise the number of cases we can deal 
with. One of the workstreams is the Additional Courts and Tribunals Capacity (ACTC) 
project, which has been set up to look at how we acquire, fit out and bring additional 
operational space into use. (see Monday’s announcement at  
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/more-face-to-face-hearings-as-courts-reopen   

  
2) The ACTC project will focus on:   

a) Providing small areas of additional space to support existing courts (to host for 
example full hearings or allow victims and witnesses to attend remotely.  

b) Opening of closed courts which we still own, where they are suitable and could 
be used effectively with social distancing in place; and 

c) The provision on new temporary space for court rooms, with a focus on public 
buildings, university moot courts and lecture theatres with some consideration of 
private sector space. 

 
3) ACTC is cross-jurisdictional and will provide additional space.  It is sponsored by the 

Senior Presiding Judge of England and Wales, the Senior President of Tribunals, 
who have nominated judges to work with HMCTS on the project, and by and the Lord 
Chancellor.   
 

4) Where possible the design of the additional space will follow normal HMCTS design 
guide principles https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/court-and-tribunal-
design-guide.  However, HMCTS has produced a high-level set of general 
administrative requirements, which allow for some variation in design guide standard.  
These set out what will be needed for court and tribunal hearings to be heard in 
alternative venues, along with general considerations for accommodation. The 
requirements of the Judiciary are being considering by them.  This forms the basis of 
material being sent to you, the stakeholder group, and we expect that you may want 
to suggest additional requirements to this list. We know that we must consider and 
understand the implications for our justice partners and welcome your input.  We will 
introduce the current requirements at the meeting and invite comments there and by 
e-mail after the event. 
 

5) The ACTC project is using the work done to date through other HMCTS projects on 
implementing social distancing requirements and restarting jury trials.  Using this 
work and the criteria of the HMCTS design guide we are considering whether to open 
closed court buildings that HMCTS still owns and examining venues suggested by 
judiciary, staff, and professional users, to understand whether they may be 
appropriate to host cases. Next steps include identifying some sites to investigate as 
potential pilots for new court rooms, which we will be discussing with you. 
Recommendations will be put to the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice.  
 

6) This ACTC Stakeholder group will also be used to refine the types of venues we will 
be establishing and to discuss the practicalities of implementation. This will enable us 
to determine the right sites to acquire.  
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7) As the project moves forward we will identify more comprehensively what additional 
capacity is needed, and where, and set out a plan for delivering the additional sites, 
as well as seek funding approval for this work.  
 

8) We plan to regularly communicate with this stakeholder group and ask for feedback.  
Separately we are establishing working groups, jointly sponsored by HMCTS and the 
judiciary, for each jurisdiction  
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Requirements V0.2.1 20200610 - draft (official sensitive): 

In order to understand requirements for hearings held outside the HMCTS estate, HMCTS 
has considered potential requirements, which are listed below and on which we invite 
stakeholders’ views.  

The Judiciary will be considering their views on all requirements and providing these to the 
team separately.   

For ICT, full Dom 1 ICT installations can take between 3-12 months to deliver. Given the 
need for speedy provision of additional space, the project will be considering tactical 
solutions to deliver necessary ICT capability within 2-16 weeks, depending on the elements 
of the solution.  

 

Accommodation considerations 
 Main building entrance; possibly separate for judiciary and public 
 Judicial requirements  
 Entrance to HMCTS space if away from main building entrance  
 Search area could be in entrance to building or entrance to HMCTS accommodation 

depending on layout; consideration of security arches and/or search by security 
guards. Social distancing at any entrance area (pinch points).  

 Reception requirements 
 A room/area for security staff 
 Waiting area for public 
 Consultation rooms (or the facility to have private conversations) close to the court-

room 
 Hearing rooms 
 Judicial retiring rooms, depending on jurisdiction these may need to be big enough 

for 3 people 
 Office space for HMCTS staff 
 Storage space co-located with HMCTS staff. May need secure (lockable storage) for 

both IT equipment and case files.  
 May need small meeting room for staff use 
 WC's; separate for public and judiciary/staff 
 Tea point (min) for staff and judiciary 
 Circulation space - may need to be separate for judiciary 
 Waiting rooms for vulnerable victims & witnesses; preferably to list cases into an 

HMCTS site which already has these facilities if they are required 
 SSCS Medical Examination Room; preferably to list cases into an HMCTS site which 

already has these facilities if they are required 
 Space for agency staff (CAFCASS and interpreter) and advocates 
 Sufficient room sizes to allow for social distancing 
 Facilities for dock officers 

 
 

Other considerations 
 Equality Act accessibility assessment; health and safety assessment 
 Safety and security, incl fire.  
 Dias, where required 
 Accessibility via transport links; travel time   
 Car parking 
 Noise transmission between rooms 
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 Heating/cooling 
 Access to refreshments for public/professionals 
 Lighting in hearing rooms 
 Appropriateness of venue/building for HMCTS 
 Signage (external and internal) 
 Availability of power points 
 Judicial agreement to sites 
 Furniture by jurisdictions - flexible for layout 
 Portable screens 
 Security barriers (judicial bench) 
 Panic alarm facility 
 Tech - wifi, laptops, printers that can hardwire into laptop, dual screens, mobile 

phones, portable recording 
 Cleaning/touchpoint cleaning 
 Waterpoints for public/professionals 
 Staffing requirements  
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